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Task A2. MONEY-BOXES 

The programmer Pesho is a very thrifty person. The money which he earn from web-sites 

design he spares in N money-boxes (1 ≤ N ≤ 100000), labeled by the integers from 1 to N. The 

intention of Pesho is to buy a new super-computer. In order to avoid the temptation to spend 

the money for rubbish, before the necessary sum is collected, he dropped all keys of the 

money-boxes in random way inside the money-boxes themselves. Fortunately, Pesho marked 

on a list of paper the key of which money-box in which money-box was dropped. Nowadays 

the necessary money was finally collected and Pesho has to open all money-boxes so as to 

take the money. Because no keys are available one or more money-boxes have to be broken. 

And Pesho don’t like to break anything. He realized that when a broken money-box contains a 

key of another money-box then the second money-box could be unlocked and no need to be 

broken. Anyway, the task of minimizing the number of the broken money-boxes seems not 

easy. Help Pesho. Write a program named boxes to determine the minimal number of 

money-boxes that have to be broken in order to collect all spared money. 

Input 

The program has to solve two test cases for one run. Each test case starts with a line of the 

standard input containing the number N of money-boxes. Then N lines follow with one integer 

from 1 to N – on i-th of these lines is given the label of the money-box, where the key of the 

money-box with label i is dropped. 

Output 

On a single line of the standard output the program has to print the minimal number of 

money-boxes that have to be broken for each of the two test cases, in the order they are given 

in the input. The two numbers have to be separated by an interval. 

EXAMPLE 

Input Output 
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Explanation of the example: In the first test case the money-box 4 obviously has to be 

broken, because it contains its own key. To open the other money-boxes will be enough to 

break, for example, the money-box 1 – it contains the key that will open money-box 2, and 

money-box 2 contains the key that will open money-box 3. In the second test case will be 

enough to break the money-box 3.  

   

           

 

 


